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The Cinzano Glass Collection owes its inception and its formation to the 
enthusiasm of the late Peter Lazarus, its first curator. Between the Autumn of 
1970 and his untimely death in a motor accident in early 1980, he had acquired 
for the collection some 140 drinking-glasses, written a catalogue of them for the 
Exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum in 1978, and compiled in the 
meantime several annual diaries in which the glasses were illustrated in colour 
and captioned in half-a-dozen languages. In the intervals of his 
schoolmastering, his apparently boundless energy and enthusiasm took him 
about the country lecturing on the subject-matter of the collection, with a 
special zest for the subject of drinking-glasses and what went into them.

Peter Lazarus’ good eye for a glass, combined with his enthusiasm in the chase, 
enabled him in this relatively brief space of time to assemble a collection of 
glass which spanned a period between the 1st century BC and the early 19th 
century AD - a collection, moreover, in which almost every piece was of high 
quality and often a considerable rarity to boot. An essential criterion was that a 
glass should have been intended for drinking, and some remarkably bizarre 
forms to this end have been thrown up through the ages. Not least strange 
among these is the probably 1st century rhyton (No. 7), a theriomorphic 
trumpet-shaped horn terminating below in the head of a horned animal, 
probably a bull. The rhyton recurs in Greek and Sasanian pottery, and in 
Persian metalwork of the Achaemenid period (6th-4th century BC). The form 
was perhaps originally based on an animal’s horn, a shape which was more 
directly copied in the glass of the ‘Teutonic’ era of northern Europe. Both were 
unstable shapes, and could not be put down on a flat surface, a feature 
particularly characteristic of the drinking-glasses of the European Dark Ages, 
to be seen in the probably 7th century’ bell beaker (No. 14), found at 
Andernach. A glass which unambiguously speaks its purpose - to drink a 
health - is the pale-green beaker (No. 6) with inscription in Greek characters: 
‘Take the Victory’!’
A special treasure of the collection is an enamelled and gilt goblet on a ribbed 
blue foot, dating from the years about 1500. Although the suspicion must 
always arise that such glasses were more used for show on buffets than for hard 
drinking at table, a picture attributed to Albrecht Altdorfer, in the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, demonstrates that glasses of this type 
could be used in good earnest. It shows lut and his daughters, one of whom 
holds a glass of this shape half-filled with wine. The picture is dated 1537, 
giving some indication of the long currency of this type of glass. The enamelled 
and gilt decoration of glass, however, began to give way, probably during the 
second quarter of the 16th century, to the use of opaque-white (lattimo) 
threads embedded in the colourless glass (cnstallo), to form at first a 
decoration of stripes and cables, and ultimately of threads intersecting to give 
mesh-patterns of various kinds. The type is first documented in Venice in 
1527, when Philippo and Bernardo Serena received a privilege for their newly- 
discovered method of ornamenting glasses ‘with stripes having twists of thread’. 
The process, however, was no doubt in course of development for some years 
before this, and there are even indications that it was already in restricted use at
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the end of the 15th century. The Cinzano Collection is richly endowed with 
glasses of this type, of which the goblet No. 23, from the Malcolm of Poltalloch 
Collection, may be selected as a particularly fine example. It also illustrates 
three differing techniques within this genre - applied threads nipped together, 
composite bands laid on horizontally, these elements standing proud of the 
surface, and the true incorporated threading on the foot. This style of 
decoration probably spread in due course to the glasshouses elsewhere in 
Europe practising the/flfo/z de Venise, and the splendid covered goblet No. 27, 
.together with its less showy companion No. 31, is probably to be attributed to 
the Netherlands, where glasses of this general form arc illustrated in the 
mid- 16th century pattern-book of the Colinet glassworks at Beauwclz, in 
present-day Belgium. A rare and attractive form in this technique is the 
boat-shaped drinking-glass No. 29. This exactly echoes in shape, but not in 
technique, a glass in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, which was 
almost certainly obtained from Venice in 1568 by the Archduke Ferdinand II 
of the Tyrol. It was used in the ‘Bacchus grotto’ of his Schloss Ambras, where 
every man and even’ woman on entering had to drain a glass, the ladies from ‘a 
cristalline glass like a ship’. The shape is repeated in the more modest cup No. 
35, which - as is more common - has no foot and is decorated merely with 
vertical mould-blown ribbing and an applied blue thread at the lip. Such cups 
arc known in certainly French and German glass, but may have been made in 
many other areas of northern and central Europe, and in Venice itself for its 
northern markets. Last among the lattimo-striped glasses may be mentioned 
the glass in the form of a boot (No. 36). The shape has a long history in 
drinking-vessels. At least two Sasanian rhyton glasses, probably of the 5th-7th 
centuries AD, are known which are shaped as boots, but thereafter the trace is 
not picked up again until the late 16th century. Jacopo Ligozzi, a pupil of Paolo 
Veronese, settled in Florence in the time of the Grand Duke Ferdinand I 
(1549-1609), made many drawings of and for glasses, some no doubt for 
execution in the Yenetian-style glasshouse set up in Florence by Cosimo II in 
1617. Among these drawings was one of a boot; and in 1609, the year of 
Ferdinand I’s death, Amand Colinet (of the Bcauwelzglasshouse mentioned 
above) included in his Journal a drawing of such a boot, described as ‘a big 
glass made like a boot, but of the size of a shoe, for Messieurs the cobblers of 
Mons’ - no doubt a guild glass.
Although it is very difficult, and often impossible, to distinguish Venetian 
glasses from those made elsewhere in thefaqon de Venise, the greatest 
expansion of the Venetian style does seem to have taken place in the 
Netherlands, where an elaboration of applied tooled ornament appears to have 
developed in the course of the 17th century. This is most striking in the goblets 
with figure-of-eight and other coiled stems built up in one plane (Nos. 30 and 
37). Since the coil frequently ended in a tooled ‘dragon’s’ head, these glasses 
were often referred to as verres a serpents. The term occurs in contracts 
involving the Bonhommc family, who owned glasshouses at Liege, Brussels 
and elsewhere in the Netherlands (1667-1673), and it appears from these 
documents that the work was exceptionally time-consuming, one such glass



costing the equivalent of five ordinary glasses. Nevertheless, figures of glass 
sales in Brussels between 1659 and 1663 reveal that nearly eight thousand 
verres a serpents were sold in this period. They arc some of the most striking 
glasses ever made, and strongly tempted the copyists and fakers of the 19th 
century and later. A number of other contemporary glasses with tooled 
decoration in the collection (e.g. Nos. 34, 39, 44) may reasonably also be 
attributed to Netherlands glasshouses.

In Germany Venetian influence took another form. Enamelling on glass found 
particular favour in the northern countries, and from about the middle of the 
16th century began to be practised there, at a time when this style of decoration 
was going out of fashion in Venice itself. It was, however, often applied to 
glasses which followed traditional German forms, notably variations on the tall 
cylindrical beaker-the massive, sometimes gargantuan, Humpen (Nos. 49, 
56), the slenderStangenglas (‘pole-glass’), or the Passglas, from which the 
tippler had to drink his exact quota from between horizontal threads applied at 
intervals down the glass. The Humpen had to be drained at a draught, and 
those with decoration commemorating the solidarity of the Holy Roman 
Empire (Reichsadlerhumpen, cf. No. 49) were among the largest. In 1616 a 
writer prescribed: ‘one should summon to oneself merry fellows and good 
friends, wipe the dust off the ‘Romische Reich’ (Roman Empire) and... set on 
foot a jolly toping and tippling-party’. A more complicated kind of drinking 
was imposed by the use of the ‘puzzle’ glass No. 55, where the liquor could only 
be obtained by sucking through the mouth of the stag while stopping off with a 
finger the open ‘prunt’ on the hollow bulb beneath. The figure of the stag is 
mounted on a hollow tube which itself covers a hollow tube projecting upwards 
from the bulb. It is difficult to believe that the ‘secret’ of drinking from such a 
glass can have remained a secret for long.

I f the 16th century was the apogee of glory for the Venetian glass-industry, the 
Venetian style still dominated the 17th century, and lingered on into the ISth. 
No. 32 represents the last gasp of the lattimo-striped technique, and such 
prosperity as the Venetian glass-industry enjoyed in the 18th century 
depended rather on specialised glasses such as the opaque calcedonio glass 
(imitating agate) of No. 43 - this a cup for coffee rather than for anything more 
intoxicating. Horace Walpole had a set of such glasses at Strawberry Hill. The 
final political collapse of Venice is recorded on the tumbler No. 46, dated 
1797-1798 and executed probably in the workshop of Osvaldo Brussa, where 
the enamelling technique continued to be practised into the early years of the 
19th century.
The Venetian ideal of glass - a virtually colourless ‘crystal’ easily blown into 
thin and fanciful forms - was displaced in the last quarter of the 17th century 
bv a new aesthetic concept of glass as a material imitating as closely as possible 
the natural material from which it derived its appellation of‘crystal’- 
absolutely colourless and solid. The two areas in which this ideal was realised 
were Central Europe and England, but the means by which the goal was 
achieved differed in the two areas. In Bohemia a passable imitation of Venetian
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crystal had already been made before the end of the 16th century, using the 
indigenous potash-lime material but refining it to eliminate residual colour as 
far as possible. This material had already been used before 1600 as a substitute 
for rock-crystal in panels decorated by means of the lapidary’s wheel-engraving 
techniques. The main proponent of this development was a certain Caspar 
Lehmann, Court hardstone and glass engraver to the Emperor Rudolph II. 
While Bohemia was ravaged by the Thirty-Years War, Lehmann’s successor 
Georg Schwanhardt took the art of glass-engraving back to his native 
Nuremberg, where a school of engravers grew up in the latter half of the 17th 
century. In Bohemia itself, after the War, glass-making was taken up afresh as 
an important element in the reconstruction of the country’s economy. The 
potash-lime glass was gradually improved by the addition of extra amounts of 
calcium, to give a clear colourless and substantial crystal ideal for cutting and 
engraving. Towards the end of the 17th century there was an explosion of 
activity in these arts which ensured the hegemony of Bohemian glass - often 
explicitly at the expense of the Venetian industry - throughout the 18th. 
Wheel-engraving became the favoured means of glass-decoration in all the 
Germanic countries, and engravers were attached to many of the Royal and 
Electoral Courts of the period (cf. Nos. 57-58). In Bohemia and Silesia a more 
commercial type of engraving flourished, the best examples of which (usually 
Silesian) could nevertheless be of exquisite quality (Nos. 53, 59, 61, 63).

In England the development of crystal glass took a different course. Starting as 
a conscious effort to improve Venetian-stvle crystal, it proceeded by a course of 
trial and error. At some point lead-oxide was introduced as an additional 
fluxing agent in a basically potash-silica glass, and at some point about 1677 
complete success was achieved. Ever-increasing quantities of this element 
produced by about 1690 a very heavy and lustrous material with a working 
quality and a physical character all its own. These characteristics brought their 
own stylistic consequences, producing by a sort of ponderous turnery simple 
goblets (‘balusters’) with solid stem-components in a wide range of 
combinations (Nos. 86,89-93,95). The style suited the material to perfection, 
and when changes of fashion combined with economic factors to produce a 
lighter style of glass with a taller stem, what was gained in elegance was lost in 
impressiveness. These later glasses, however, encouraged decoration by a 
variety of techniques — twist-stems (Nos. 107, ff.), wheel-engraving (seldom 
approaching the Central European in competence), enamelling (Nos. 122- 
125), and above all, cutting, where a method of ornamentation was discovered 
which perfectly complemented the nature of the material (Nos. l33B, 134). 
The Cinzano Collection is rich in all these varieties.
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